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Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6916

Fixed in Releases: 1.23.0

Description

We are not consistent on the frontend with using underscored (en_GB) or dashed (en-GB).
I believe most of the libraries (not excepting react-intl) are working with dashed style and we should follow to avoid problems like #27312.

Related issues:

Related to Foreman - Bug #27312: Datetime picker does not open with en_gb locale... Resolved

Associated revisions

Revision 98c92d21 - 07/25/2019 09:18 AM - Ondřej Ezr
Fixes #27349 - use dashed style of intl key (#6916)

History

#1 - 07/19/2019 02:04 PM - Ondřej Ezr
- Related to Bug #27312: Datetime picker does not open with en_gb locale added

#2 - 07/19/2019 02:09 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/6916 added

#3 - 07/25/2019 09:19 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 1.23.0 added

#4 - 07/25/2019 10:01 AM - Ondřej Ezr
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset 98c92d211c7e6052a556c0e795a0241aad902ab7
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